
DEEP LEARNING PLUS

WHAT IS DEEP LEARNING?
Deep Learning radically advances false alarm filtering by accurately 
and reliably identifying people and vehicles ensuring you receive only 
the events that matter. Deep Learning provides a much improved 
approach to filtering out false alarms over motion detection and 
traditional video analytics. Unlike these methods that simply look 
for changes in pixel values, Deep Learning utilises multi-layer neural 
networks of algorithms to effectively learn what an object is. It then 
uses pixel values, edges, vector shapes and a host of other visual 
elements to recognise the objects. The result is a system that will 
alarm only when an object of interest is in view, with vastly superior 
accuracy than traditional video analytics

This is a big step forward vs traditional analytics where any kind of 
motion and even changes in lighting can trigger events.

WHAT IS DEEP LEARNING PLUS? 
Deep Learning Plus is a powerful expansion device that unlocks up 
to 16 channels of Deep Learning and allows overlaying of behavioural 
& tracking rules such as line crossing and area intrusion for human & 
vehicle detection. The Deep Learning Plus device allows multiple rules 
to be set on any given channel and has advanced features such as 
drawing a shape or line with as many sides as you need to ensure the 
area drawn fits the detection area perfectly.

With Full & seamless integration with compatible Concept Pro NVRs 
and also the ability to process any RTSP stream, this expansion 
device can add deep learning to almost any installation. Capable 
of pulling out statistical event data Deep Learning Plus also offers 
excellent business intelligence.

AVAILABLE IN THREE MODES
COMPANION MODE

The easiest method of setting up Concept Pro Deep Learning Plus, it 
is done entirely through the connected Concept Pro NVR

Providing 16 channels of deep learning with exceptional detection 
of multiple objects at speed and distance. False alarm filtering, 
confidence threshold, double knock and static object ignore, allows 
you to calibrate DL Plus to specific challenges. 

Multiple deep learning rules on any channel with the following rules

• Bi-directional line crossing •  Area entrance
• Area exit  •  Loitering
• Stopped

UNIVERSAL MODEL
Connecting directly to the Deep Learning Plus box via a web browser 
and fully integrated with a compatible Concept Pro NVR, this mode 
gives you all the functionality of Companion mode with the addition of 
the following advanced features;

• Occupancy detection
• Multiple ignore areas on any channel
• Draw custom polygon shapes and lines for your rules
• Configure alarm outputs, RS485 ports and custom HTTPS 

commands along with the existing NVR event handling
• Extract statistical data on event triggers

EVENT SERVER MODE
Connects to ANY device with RTSP streams  
This will include most installations out there and all Concept Pro and 
Aspect recorders. Setup is done entirely through the web browser. 
A useful option for providing deep learning analysis to much older 
installations that aren’t deep learning.
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Deep Learning Plus has an comprehensive list of human & vehicle 
detection algorithms, perfect for false alarm filtering and solve a 
multitude of site challenges. Perfect for false alarm filtering , the human 
& vehicle detection rules for Deep Learning Plus technology comes 
with three built-in algorithms

Human / Vehicle Detection  – Normal (Distance & Speed)

This algorithm will account for the vast majority of customers and 
provide multiple solutions to a wide range of site problems aimed for 
detecting/tracking people and/or vehicles at normal distances and 
speeds and can be used across all channels of your NVR

However, should your site require human & vehicle tracking across a 
wider field of view or to track vehicles at a greater speed, our Deep 
Learning technology can also offer:

Human / Vehicle Detection  – Far (Distance) which is used for 
detecting/tracking people and/or vehicles at greater distances and 
Human / Vehicle Detection  – Normal (Speed) used for detecting/
tracking people and/or vehicles at higher speeds 

However, Deep Learning is capable of going far beyond false alarm 
filtering and simple human & vehicle detection

The algorithms you can pick for your site are limitless. The table 
below shows some examples, designed for those sites with more 
complicated requirements 

Please be aware, software or hardware licences may be require, 
dependent on your unique requirements 

If you would like to know more about this section, please discuss your 
unique requirements with our sales team

BUILT-IN ALGORITHMS & AVAILABLE RULES

THIRD PARTY INTEGRATION
The Deep Learning device has a number of different options for third 
party systems and products to integrate into a Deep Learning device

• Alarm Output: Output can be connected to other alarm sensor 
equipment (e.g., trigger a siren when person is intruding).

• RS-485: DL PLUS RS-485 output can transmit data to third party 
equipment like gates or access control (person detected in the road 
sends a signal to electronic signage warning drivers of pedestrians).

• HTTP/TCP: Network devices with configurable actions can be 
connected via HTTP/TCP command for direct event alerts.

Business Intelligence
Deep Learning rules aren’t just for security & detection but also for 
business intelligence. Deep Learning Plus can extract statistical event 
data to show the frequency and timings of the event trigger.

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

FACE RECOGNITION Adds face recognition to the Deep Learning Plus Device.  
Create groups, whitelists & blacklists

FACE ANALYSIS & MASK DETECTION Adds ability to detect masks, faces being covered and if sunglasses being worn.

SOCIAL DISTANCE MEASURE Adds ability to trigger events when people are not observing a set social distancing rule.

PEOPLE COUNTING Adds ability to combine enter/exit people counts into a combined occupancy count.

THERMAL CAMERA HUMAN DETECTION Same functions as included Human Detection algorithm, but optimised for thermal 
camera video streams.

SAFETY HELMET DETECTION Adds ability to detect if a person is wearing a safety helmet

LICENCE PLATE RECOGNITION  
LOW SPEED

Adds licence plate recogintion at low speeds.  
Create groups, whitelists and blacklists. Alarms can be specified to occur for a specific 
number plate group or for unrecognised number plates

LICENCE PLATE RECOGNITION  
MID SPEED

Adds licence plate recogintion at mid speeds.  
Create groups, whitelists and blacklists. Alarms can be specified to occur for a specific 
number plate group or for unrecognised number plates

LICENCE PLATE RECOGNITION  
HIGH SPEED

Adds licence plate recogintion at high speeds.  
Create groups, whitelists and blacklists. Alarms can be specified to occur for a specific 
number plate group or for unrecognised number plates

GENDER DETECTION Adds ability to trigger intrusion, line crossing, enter/exit, occupancy, loitering, stopping 
detection rules for male/female.

FALLEN PERSON DETECTION Adds ability to detect if a person has fallen over

ENHANCED VEHICLE DETECTION Adds expanded Vehicle object classification, including car, truck, bus, bicycle, & motorbike.

ACTIVE PRIVACY MASKING Automatically pixelates humans detected in the field of view.


